Cordblood Workups

In the column on the left hand side are results of elution studies done on cordbloods. Match the results with the appropriate types in the right hand column.

1. Immune anti-A and A,B
   a. Mom O pos, Baby A pos
   b. Mom A neg, Baby A pos
2. Immune anti-B and A,B
   c. Mom AB pos, Baby B pos
   d. Mom O neg, Baby B pos
3. Immune anti-D and A
   e. Mom O pos, Baby B pos
   f. Mom O neg, Baby A pos
4. Immune anti-D and B
5. Immune anti-Fy\textsuperscript{a}
6. Immune anti-D

The area below can be used for figuring out the possible ABO types of mother and baby.